ABSTRACT
Although European criminal law is a recognised body of law, it constitutes by no means a perfect system and it requires analysis and discussion, so that it may develop and improve. Analysis and discussion cannot be the exclusive preserve of the legislative and judicial bodies; others must contribute to ensure balanced solutions.
Nor is European criminal law confined to what is traditionally considered as criminal law. It extends to and complements environmental law and competition law. As regards competition law the New Journal of European Criminal Law is running a section dedicated to the criminalisation of competition law and of hardcore cartels in particular. It is the first ever legal journal to treat criminal and competition law disciplines related at their interface.
The New Journal of European Criminal Law has two patrons: the European Criminal Bar Association (ECBA) and the European Criminal Law Academic Network (ECLAN). It serves as a forum for both legal practitioners and academics interested in issues related to European criminal law. Its editorial board comprises as wide a cross-section of the legal profession as possible. The New Journal of European Criminal Law solicits articles from all those involved in criminal law in its European dimension. It seeks a large variety of articles, on a spectrum ranging from short case notes with little or no comment, to opinionated comments on developments to long in-depth critiques of judgements and legislative measures with proposals for reform or change.
To ensure originality, the New Journal of European Criminal Law has a peer-review system which is applied to long in-depth articles. This is necessary to maintain the position of the New Journal of European Criminal Law as the pre-eminent journal in its field and to guarantee the continued quality of its contents. For the same reason an Advisory Committee, composed of several authorities on the subject of European criminal law, supervises the Journal and its future development.
Thus, each issue comprises i.a. an editorial, in-depth articles submitted to a peer review, cutting-edge and to-the-point analysis & opinions, case law notes and legislative updates.
